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Sustaplex 325 is a testosterone blend manufactured by Axio Labs.. It is a popular anabolic steroid used commonly for muscle building purposes. The injectable steroid is a blend
consisting of five different testosterone compounds.. Each testosterone ester is deliberately included in the blend to deliver different half lives.
I did a pull day of biceps, back, and hamstrings. I've decided to alter my workout routine every three weeks to avoid becoming bored and restless with the same routine. I also
fasted for 17 hours, so it's time for me to crank out my calories for the day
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As a heavily aromatizing steroid, the primary side-effects of Sustanon 250 will be those of an estrogenic nature as the aromatase process refers to the conversion of testosterone
into estrogen. As estrogen levels increase, this can lead to gynecomastia and excess water retention, which can in-turn promote high blood pressure.
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Hi guys i would like to know if i still have to take a post cycle of clomid or something after, a cycle of Sustanon 325. i am 19 and i took 1 mg per week for 10 weeks. Help!

thannks Jul 6, 2010 #2. IronCore Member. ... Even with the help of steroids, you'll still be dissapointed if you don't consume enough calories.
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Please join this discussion about Sustanon 325 within the Anabolic Steroids category. Excerpt: So this is my first cycle ever and I had a few questions. I am about to start sustanon
325 in the next few weeks and was wondering if I should shoot once a week or twice. I usually work out 3-4 times a week regularly and am just trying to add some ...

